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Abstract A numerical ocean sea-ice model is used to demonstrate that Arctic sea ice retreat affects momentum transfer into the ocean. A thinner and thus weaker ice cover is more easily forced by the wind, which
increases the momentum ﬂux. In contrast, increasing open water reduces momentum transfer because the ice
surface provides greater drag than the open water surface. We introduce the concept of optimal ice concentration: momentum transfer increases with increasing ice concentration up to a point, beyond which frictional losses
by ﬂoe interaction damp the transfer. For a common ice internal stress formulation, a concentration of 80–90%
yields optimal ampliﬁcation of momentum ﬂux into the ocean. We study the seasonality and long-term evolution
of Arctic Ocean surface stress over the years 1979–2012. Spring and fall feature optimal ice conditions for momentum transfer, but only in fall is the wind forcing at its maximum, yielding a peak basin-mean ocean surface stress
of 0.08 N/m2. Since 1979, the basin-wide annual mean ocean surface stress has been increasing by 0.004 N/m2/
decade, and since 2000 by 0.006 N/m2/decade. In contrast, summertime ocean surface stress has been decreasing
at 20.002 N/m2/decade. These trends are linked to the weakening of the ice cover in fall, winter and spring, and
to an increase in open water fraction in summer, i.e., changes in momentum transfer rather than changes in wind
forcing. In most areas, the number of days per year with optimal ice concentration is decreasing.
1. Introduction
The Arctic sea ice cover is currently undergoing dramatic changes. It is shrinking in thickness [e.g., Kwok and
Rothrock, 2009] and extent [e.g., Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012] and becoming more dynamic, with increased
drift speeds and deformation rates [Rampal et al., 2009]. How does this affect the ocean underneath? Sea
ice insulates the Arctic Ocean from direct interaction with the atmosphere and potentially damps internal
waves [Morison et al., 1985; Levine et al., 1987; Plueddemann et al., 1998]. Rainville and Woodgate [2009]
hypothesize that the Arctic Ocean will become more energetic if the current sea ice retreat continues, and
that the enhanced mixing may affect water mass transformation and transport, which ultimately might
impact subpolar regions. Further, mixing is essential to supply the euphotic zone with nutrients, which
means that changes in the momentum inﬂux into the Arctic Ocean would not only affect physical properties but also primary production. While sea ice retreat is found to be associated with ocean warming [Steele
et al., 2008], increased levels of light [Nicolaus et al., 2012] and primary production [Arrigo et al., 2008], its
effect on momentum transfer into the ocean has been poorly documented to date.
What governs the momentum ﬂux into the Arctic Ocean? The surface wind is the ultimate driver of ocean surface
currents, waves, and mixing [see Rainville et al., 2011, for a review] as well as sea ice motion [e.g., Thorndike and
Colony, 1982]. However, sea ice can be an effective moderator of momentum transfer into the ocean because of
its great rigidity. Great internal stress may decouple wind and sea ice motion [Steele et al., 1997]. Accordingly,
observations show that the annual cycle of upper ocean motion resembles that of ice compactness [Plueddemann et al., 1998]. Further, the air drag over ice and open water vary for different reasons, e.g., ocean surface
waves increase the drag as a function of wind speed [e.g., Taylor and Yelland, 2001], whereas surface roughness
of sea ice is a function of its age and deformation state [Guest and Davidson, 1991]. The average air-ice drag may
be two times greater than typical air-ocean drag, in particular at average wind speeds [Large and Pond, 1981;
Overland, 1985; Guest and Davidson, 1991; Fairall et al., 2003]. Therefore, it is reasonable to split the air stress sair
acting on the surface of an ice-ocean continuum into a contribution over open water (sao) and over ice (sai):
~
s air 5ð12Ai Þ~
s ai
s ao 1Ai~

(1)

where Ai denotes the ice-covered area fraction also known as sea ice concentration.
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A near compact sea ice cover
provides a resistive force against
the motion forced by the wind.
This internal stress may cause the
ice ﬂoes to drift slower or to not
move even in the presence of
wind. The spatial gradient of the
internal ice stress is called ice
interaction force (F i ).
Wind and sea ice drift exert a
stress onto the ocean surface.
While the air stress is commonly
parameterized as a quadratic
function of the wind velocity, the
coupling of ice and ocean is
more complicated. The ice-ocean
stress can be approximated by a
quadratic drag law as well [e.g.,
Hibler, 1979], but small-scale
Figure 1. Map of the Arctic. The Arctic Basin is outlined by the bold red line. Labels name
dynamics at the ice-ocean
major marginal seas and land areas (capital letters); CA 5 Canadian Archipelago and
boundary are complex [Morison
EI 5 Ellesmere Island.
and McPhee, 2001; McPhee, 2002,
2012] and not resolved in common ocean sea-ice models. Most modelers thus rely on a constant ice-ocean
drag coefﬁcient for the quadratic drag parameterization that relates to the undisturbed (geostrophic) ocean
current below the surface layer [McPhee, 1980]. However, this technique may require artiﬁcial damping in
coupled ocean sea-ice models and strongly impacts the representation of inertial ice motion [Hibler et al.,
2006]. McPhee [2012] argues that the ice-ocean drag relationship is not quadratic—proposing a Rossby similarity approach instead—with the drag dependent on ice type and speed as well as near-surface ocean
stratiﬁcation. Such feedbacks, however, are subject to future model improvement and validation, for which
the observational effort also needs to be intensiﬁed, and beyond the scope of the present study. To avoid
these complexities in this initial study, we follow Hibler and Bryan [1987] [as did e.g., Kauker et al., 2003; Condron et al., 2009; Losch et al., 2010] and compute the ocean surface stress socn as the vector sum of the air
stress and the ice interaction force
s ocn 5s air 1F i

(2)

Here the ice interaction force is representative for a continuum of ice ﬂoes and open water and hence competes with the average air stress over this area and not only with the air-ice stress. The ice interaction force
counteracts the air stress sair, i.e., its vector often points in the opposite direction [Hibler and Bryan, 1987;
Steele et al., 1997], and has the potential to reduce the ocean surface stress. Hereafter, we refer to the magnitude of the stresses and forces if not stated otherwise.
Are there indications that the momentum inﬂux to the ocean has recently changed? Hakkinen et al. [2008]
and Spreen et al. [2011] reported on positive trends in surface wind stress and speed over the last 50 and 20
years, respectively. However, these increases were small, 1–2% per decade, compared to the changes in
sea ice characteristics. In the Arctic Basin (Figure 1), summer sea ice area decreased by 9% per decade from
1979 to 2010 [Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012] and ice strength decreased by 37% between the periods 1979–
2006 and 2007–2011 [Zhang et al., 2012].
In order to understand the consequences of a shrinking sea ice cover on the Arctic Ocean, it is important to
deepen our knowledge of the momentum ﬂux into the ocean and what governs its variability. Here we take
a ﬁrst step using an ocean sea-ice model simulation to investigate the impact of changing sea ice conditions on the transfer of momentum into the ocean. Using the modeled ocean surface stress as an indicator
of momentum inﬂux, we strive to answer the following questions: When and where is the ocean surface
stress strongest in the Arctic over the course of a year? Did the surface stress magnitude as well as its spatial
and seasonal characteristics change over the past three decades? What caused these changes?
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This study is organized as follows: in section 2, we present relevant information on the ocean sea-ice model
and model forcing. Section 3 contains results on the seasonality, long-term trend, and spatial distribution of
basin-wide ocean surface stress as well as an analysis of causes for its change. These results are discussed in
light of the special relationship of sea ice concentration and ocean surface stress in section 4, in which we
also introduce the concept of an optimal ice concentration. We summarize our ﬁndings in section 5.

2. Model
This study is based on a simulation with the Pan-arctic Ice-Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System
(PIOMAS) covering the period 1979–2012. The model grid covers the area north of 49 N and has an average
horizontal resolution of 30 km in the Arctic Ocean, 30 vertical ocean levels—of which 10 are located in the
top 60 m of the ocean—and 12 categories each for ice thickness, ice enthalpy, and snow depth [Zhang and
Rothrock, 2003; Zhang et al., 2008]. The coupling of sea ice and ocean dynamics follows the approach of
Hibler and Bryan [1987]. In this approach, the sea ice cover is embedded in the oceanic surface layer and the
momentum balance of this layer comprises the surface stress as shown in equation (2). In order to compute
the ice internal stress, the teardrop viscous-plastic rheology of Zhang and Rothrock [2005] is applied using
an ice strength formulation as introduced by Hibler [1979]:
P5P he220ð12Ai Þ

(3)

where P* is a tunable sea ice strength parameter and h is the grid cell mean ice thickness.
The model is forced with atmospheric ﬁelds of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis product [Kalnay et al., 1996],
which includes 10 m wind velocity, 2 m air temperature, speciﬁc humidity, precipitation, evaporation,
downwelling long-wave radiation, and cloud fraction. Air temperature and cloud fraction are used to calculate downwelling shortwave radiation following Parkinson and Washington [1979]. These ﬁelds feed into a
one-dimensional atmospheric surface layer model that dynamically computes, among other quantities, the
wind stress at the air-ocean and air-ice interfaces, the latter separately for each of the 12 ice categories, as
described in Briegleb et al. [2004]. (For the ice-ocean exchange no comparable surface layer model is implemented and only ﬂuxes integrated over all ice categories are communicated to the ocean component.) For
wind speeds exceeding 3 m/s, the air-ice stress is greater than the air-ocean stress (Figure 2). At the basinwide long-term mean wind
speed of 4.5 m/s, for instance,
the air-ice stress is twice as large
as the air-ocean stress.

Figure 2. Magnitude of air-ocean stress sao (dashed) and air-ice stress sai (solid) as functions of wind speed at 10 m height. Daily data from the entire Arctic Basin (red outline in
Figure 1) was binned with a bin width of 0.5 m/s. The black lines connect the respective
bin averages considering year-round data from 1979 to 2012. The probability density
function (PDF) of the daily wind speed is indicated by the bold gray line, which connects
the individual frequency of occurrence of each wind speed bin. The gray shaded area
indicates the range of monthly mean wind speed for the Arctic Basin, which is shifted to
the right from the mode because the distribution is skewed toward higher wind speeds.
Wind speed data are from NCEP reanalysis and are used to force the ocean sea-ice
model.
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Since we expect the areal retreat
of the sea ice cover to be a major
factor in momentum ﬂux
changes we used PIOMAS’ assimilation capability [Lindsay and
Zhang, 2006] to tie the sea ice
edge—deﬁned as the isoline of
15% ice concentration—in our
simulation to observed sea ice
concentrations provided by the
National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) with daily resolution
[Nolin et al., 1998]. PIOMAS
results for sea ice drift and thickness were proven to agree well
with observations [Martin and
Gerdes, 2007; Schweiger et al.,
2011]. For the model version
used here Zhang et al. [2012]
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Figure 3. Annual cycles of monthly mean (a) sea ice concentration Ai, (b) surface wind speed at 10 m height from NCEP reanalysis, (c) ice interaction force magnitude Fi, and (d) ocean
surface stress magnitude socn averaged over the Arctic Basin (see Figure 1). Black lines depict the annual cycle averaged over the period 1979–1989 with the gray shaded area indicating
62 standard deviations. Blue and red lines depict the averages for the periods 1990–2000 and 2001–2011, respectively. Optimal ice concentrations (80–90%) enabling a maximization of
the momentum ﬂux into the ocean occur twice a year in spring (dotted box) and fall (dashed box).

give an ice thickness bias of 0.18 m with a correlation of 0.73 to observations from submarines, moorings,
and airborne instruments for the period 1975–2008 and a bias of 20.1 cm/s for daily mean ice drift speed
with a correlation of 0.80 to buoy drift estimates from 1979 to 2010. This model is very well validated for its
momentum balance both in sea ice [Kwok et al., 2008] and ocean [Peralta-Ferriz et al., 2011].

3. Results
3.1. Seasonality
The ocean surface stress is a function of the surface wind, and hence can vary strongly from day to day. In
order to reduce the noise and to focus on seasonality and long-term changes, we have computed seasonal
averages deﬁned as winter (January–March, JFM), spring (April–June, AMJ), summer (July–September, JAS),
and fall (October–December, OND). These seasons follow the annual cycle of the Arctic sea ice cover in
terms of its areal coverage represented by the sea ice concentration averaged over the Arctic Basin (Figure
3a). We deﬁne the Arctic Basin as the central Arctic Ocean plus the Beaufort, Chukchi, East Siberian, Laptev,
and Kara seas, excluding the Barents Sea (Figure 1).
The annual cycle of ice concentration has a minimum of 70% in August for the early period 1979–1989 (Figure 3a). Refreezing begins in September and the ice concentration recovers during fall until reaching a maximum close to 100% in winter. The summer minimum decreased to 61% in the 1990s and further to 46% in
the years 2001–2011. This means that during the most recent period, less than half of the Arctic Basin was
ice covered at the height of summer. Further, the refreezing of the Arctic Basin takes longer and, for
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instance, the October mean sea ice concentration of recent years barely reaches 70%, a value that used to
mark the annual minimum during the early period.
Surface winds are weakest in spring and early summer and strongest in fall (Figure 3b). In contrast to the
sea ice concentration, there is no signiﬁcant change in the annual cycle of wind speed, i.e., the blue and red
lines representing the 1990s and 2000s stay within the gray shaded area of 62 standard deviations of the
1980s, except for October in the 2000s. The latter can be explained by signiﬁcantly (a < 0.01) higher mean
wind speeds in October 2005, 2007, and 2011. (This is in agreement with Spreen et al. [2011] and Kwok et al.
[2013] who also ﬁnd very weak wind speed trends over the period 1982–2009; they show offsetting trends
for the three decades 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.)
As shown by equation (2), the ice interaction force has the potential to damp the impact of the wind on the
ocean. The annual cycle of the ice interaction force (Figure 3c) closely follows that of sea ice concentration
(Figure 3a) because of the exponential increase of sea ice strength with ice concentration and only a linear
dependence on ice thickness (equation (3)). In the ﬁrst two decades, the ice interaction force is smallest in
August at 0.02 N/m2, increasing to 0.07–0.08 N/m2 in winter. However, by the 2000s (red line), this force has
declined between May and December by more than two standard deviations relative to 1980s values now
having a summer minimum of only 0.008 N/m2. The impact of this drastic change will be further discussed
below.
The variability of ocean surface stress over time is a result of the combined variability of sea ice concentration, wind speed, and ice interaction force. The annual cycle of ocean stress (Figure 3d, black line) mostly
resembles that of the wind speed. The ocean surface stress declines over winter, reaching a minimum of
0.037 N/m2 in May. In summer, however, the ocean surface stress increases even though wind speeds stay
low from May to July (Figure 3b). During this period, the steep seasonal decline of the ice interaction force
(Figure 3c) enables a greater surface stress, despite weak winds, because now ice drift and wind are more
closely coupled. The ocean surface stress reaches a maximum of 0.74 N/m2 in October when wind speeds
are 15–20% greater than in late spring and early summer.
In the 2000s, the annual cycle of the ocean stress changes. Now the minimum occurs later, in August,
because the basin-wide mean ocean stress increases from the 1980s to the 2000s in all seasons except
summer. In summer, in contrast to all other seasons, the ocean surface stress of the 2000s (Figure 3d, red
line) falls below that of the 1980s (black line).
3.2. Long-Term Trend
Figure 4 shows time series of all terms of equations (1) and (2) covering the years 1979–2012. We show seasonal means of Arctic Basin-wide averages because of the pronounced seasonal variability of the ocean surface stress (Figure 3d). For the long-term trends of ice interaction force and ocean surface stress, the strong
decline in ice thickness is of greater importance than variations in ice concentration, which is in contrast to
the effects on the seasonal time scale discussed above. Nevertheless, the increasing fraction of open water
within the Arctic Basin in summer plays an important role.
In winter, the sea ice concentration Ai is near 100% (Figure 4a, dashed black line), i.e., the entire Arctic Basin
is ice covered. Consequently, the air-ocean stress weighted by the open water area (1 2 Ai)sao (dashed blue
line) is negligibly small and the total air stress sair (solid blue line) is almost entirely determined by the ice
area weighted air-ice stress Aisai (dashed green).
The magnitude of ocean surface stress (Figure 4, black line) is usually equal to or smaller than the total air
stress (solid blue line), particularly in winter when the ice interaction force is strong. (Note that equation (2)
is a vector equation and hence the air stress and ice interaction force magnitudes presented in Figure 4 do
not necessarily add up to the ocean surface stress magnitude.) The total wintertime air stress does not feature a signiﬁcant trend (Figure 4a, solid blue line), while the ice interaction force does (20.0047 N/m2/decade, red line). In particular, after 2000 the ice interaction force falls below one standard deviation of the
years before 2000, and during ﬁve out of the last six winters it was about two standard deviations below
the 1979–1999 mean. As a consequence of this reduced damping, the ocean surface stress increases by
0.0054 N/m2/decade (solid black line), most strongly during the 2000s.
Trends in spring (Figure 4b) and fall (Figure 4d) basically resemble those of winter: the decline in ice interaction force (20.0064 and 20.0090 N/m2/decade) drives an increase in ocean surface stress (0.0051 and
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Figure 4. Arctic Basin averaged stress magnitudes (N/m2) for seasonal means of (a) January–March, (b) April–June, (c) July–September, and (d) October–December for the period 1979–
2012. (top row) The sea ice concentration Ai (dashed black line). (middle) Magnitudes of all components of equations (1) and (2): the weighted air-ice stress Aisai (dashed green),
weighted air-ocean stress (1 2 Ai)sao (dashed blue), total air stress sair (solid blue), and the ice interaction force Fi (red). (bottom row) The magnitude of the resulting ocean surface stress
socn is depicted in black. Thin straight lines indicate trends of the individual time series where the trend is signiﬁcant at a level of 0.99, except for the ocean surface stress where the levels
of signiﬁcance are at 0.97 (JFM), 0.98 (AMJ), 0.94 (JAS), and 0.99 (OND). The legend in Figure 4a holds for all plots.

0.0069 N/m2/decade). However, the total air stress is smaller in spring than in fall and winter, which matches
the seasonal cycle of wind speeds presented in Figure 3b.
The positive shift in the ocean surface stress annual cycle in winter, spring, and fall from the 1980s to the
2000s (Figure 3d) is largely due to the decrease in ice interaction force (Figure 3c). The increase in the October maximum of the ocean surface stress of 0.018 N/m2 from the 1980s to the 2000s (Figure 3d, black to
red line) is a function of both, decreased ice interaction force (Figure 3c) and increased wind speeds in fall
(Figure 3b). In particular, the strengthening of the wind forcing is exceptional in October of recent years as
mentioned in section 3.1.
In summer, the situation is different: the ocean surface stress decreases by 20.0022 N/m2/decade (Figure
4c, black line) though the ice interaction force declines (20.0076 N/m2/decade, red line) similar to all other
seasons. Why is this? Unlike in any other season, the total air stress features a signiﬁcant negative trend of
20.0050 N/m2/decade in summer (solid blue line). As the climatology in Figure 3b shows this is not due to
a change in wind speed. However, the sea ice area shrinks rapidly, exhibiting a trend of 210.6%/decade
(Figure 4c, dashed black line). The change in ice area changes the partitioning between air-ice stress
(dashed green line) and air-ocean stress (dashed blue line) from 6:1 in the 1980s to 1:1 in 2012. The ice area
decline has such a great effect because the basin-wide mean air-ocean stress (sao) amounts to less than half
the air-ice stress (sai) with 0.035 N/m2 compared to 0.085 N/m2 (cf. Figure 2). The decline in ice interaction
force has less impact, since this force is generally small in summer amounting to a third of its winter value
in the 1980s and only a sixth in most recent years. As a result, the ocean surface stress decreases in
summer.
A notable consequence is that the summer ocean surface stress, which was larger than in spring in the
1980s and 1990s, now is less than in spring (cf. Figures 4b and 4c, solid black lines). Moreover, the summer
ocean surface stress is very close to the total air stress in recent years with a difference of less than 0.005
N/m2 in any of the last 10 years and only 0.002 N/m2 in 2012.
We speculate that the decline in summer mean ocean surface stress may extend into spring and fall over
the coming years. Focusing on fall (Figure 4d), we ﬁnd that the contribution of the air-ice stress (dashed
green line) to the total air stress (solid blue line) decreased, while that of air-ocean stress (dashed blue line)
increased over the last 15 years. Just like in summer, the weaker air-ocean stress gains weight in the sum
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forming the total air stress because the sea ice concentration decreases at 24.8%/decade in fall. Further,
the ice interaction force in fall continuously declines and drops below 0.04 N/m2 for the ﬁrst time in 2012
approaching values that are typical for summer. A similar tendency becomes visible in spring during the
last 5 years of our model run though the signal is still weak. However, increased wind speeds during fall
of recent years (Figure 3b, red line) can mask or delay the decline and possible reversal of the ocean surface
stress trend.

3.3. Spatial Patterns
Surface winds and sea ice characteristics have great spatial heterogeneity, and so has the ocean surface
stress. In Figure 5, we present maps of seasonally averaged ocean surface stress magnitude averaged over
the period 1979–1989 (left column) and departures from this mean in the 1990s and 2000s (middle and
right columns). Despite the seasonally changing magnitude, the spatial pattern of ocean stress is similar in
all seasons: minima are located north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago and on the Siberian
shelves, most prominently in the East Siberian Sea (see labels on map in Figure 1). We ﬁnd maxima in the
Greenland and Barents seas as well as in the Chukchi Sea. Within the Arctic Basin, there is a belt of
enhanced ocean stress stretching from the Beaufort/Chukchi Sea along and north of the shelf seas into the
Transpolar Drift Stream. The latter forms together with the Beaufort Gyre, the dominant pattern of sea ice
drift [e.g., Martin and Gerdes, 2007]. However, unlike with the Transpolar Drift Stream there is no particular
pattern of ocean surface stress that could be associated with the Beaufort Gyre.
The minimum just north of Greenland and Ellesmere Island, a region tending toward high sea level pressure, is related to high ice strength and low wind speeds averaging at less than 4 m/s in all seasons (Figure
6). Seasonally averaged wind speeds are also not particularly strong (<4.5 m/s) in most parts of the central
Arctic Ocean. In addition, the ice cover is thick and compact in the 1980s, even in summer (Figure 7).
Although winds are stronger along the Siberian coast, the model simulation features particularly thick ice in
the East Siberian Sea in the 1980s, which causes higher than average ice interaction forces and thus does
not pass the wind stress on to the ocean. Wind speeds in the Laptev and Kara seas are higher, reaching seasonal mean speeds of 5–6.5 m/s (Figure 6). The Greenland and Barents seas as well as the Chukchi Sea feature even stronger winds of more than 8 m/s.
From Figure 3, we concluded that basin-wide mean ocean stress increases from spring to summer despite
weak winds because the ice interaction force weakens considerably. Comparing the spatial distributions of
ocean surface stress in spring and summer (Figure 5, left column) we ﬁnd greatest stress increases in the
marginal ice zone area (15%  Ai  85%; Figure 7a, left), which expands during summer. Ocean surface
stresses are greatest in the marginal ice zone because sea ice in free drift has the potential to transfer the
most momentum (see section 4). The resulting band of high stress in this area is a product of averaging
over several years and is not as prominent in any given year.
The middle and right columns of Figure 5 show the seasonally averaged differences in ocean surface stress
in the 1990s and 2000s from the 1980s mean ocean stress displayed in the left column. The dominating pattern is a general increase in ocean surface stress in most parts of the Arctic. In agreement with the opposing
negative summer long-term trend presented in Figure 4, the summer pattern is different from the other
seasons. Despite the increase in ocean surface stress (red colors) in the central Arctic, where there is perennial sea ice even in the 2000s, there is a decrease in ocean surface stress (blue colors) over a wide area
stretching from the Beaufort Sea along the Siberian shelf to the Barents Sea. Since there is no general
decrease in wind speed in this area (Figure 6b), we conclude that this ocean surface stress reduction is
caused by the increasing amount of open water (Figure 7a) and increasing length of the ice-free season in
this area. As pointed out above, there is generally less momentum transferred into the ocean through the
open water surface than through the rougher sea ice.
In contrast, the decrease in ocean surface stress in the Laptev Sea in winter is related to a negative trend in
the wind forcing (Figure 6a), which is inherent to several reanalysis data sets but particularly strong in the
one used here [Spreen et al., 2011]. Similarly, the strong increase in ocean surface stress over the Arctic Basin
in fall is partly due to higher wind speeds, in particular in the 2000s as mentioned above.
Another interesting case is the East Siberian Sea. While our simulation features sea ice as thick as 5 m and
2.5 m in winter and summer, respectively, in this region in the 1980s, the thickness decreases to less than
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Figure 5. (left) Maps of seasonally averaged ocean surface stress magnitude for the period 1979–1989 and maps of the difference in ocean surface stress magnitude to this ﬁrst period
for (middle) 1990–2000 and (right) 2001–2011. The four seasons are: January–March (JFM, top row), April–June (AMJ, second row), July–September (JAS, third row), and October–December (OND, bottom row). The color bars at the bottom hold for all plots in the respective column.

2.5 m and 1 m during the 1990s (Figure 7b). It is the region with the by far steepest decline in ice thickness.
This trend continues into the 2000s when ﬁnally this region becomes mostly ice free in summer. This
change in ice thickness causes a decline in ice interaction force that is unique for the Arctic Basin in its
steepness and persistence. As a consequence, the ocean surface stress declines in summer in the 2000s but
increases in all other seasons in this region, which is consistent with the mechanisms outlined above. There
is no equivalent trend in wind speed that would explain this evolution in ocean surface stress. However, our
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Figure 6. Maps of seasonally averaged wind speed for (a) winter and (b) summer for the period (left) 1979–1989 and deviations from these for the periods (middle) 1990–2000 and
(right) 2001–2011. 10 m wind velocities from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis were regridded onto the PIOMAS grid.

Figure 7. Maps of summer mean (July–September) (a) sea ice concentration and (b) thickness for three consecutive periods 1979–1989, 1990–2000, and 2001–2011.
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Figure 8. (a) Time series of annual mean ocean surface stress (N/m2) averaged over the Arctic Basin (see bold black outline in maps on right); the dashed blue line depicts the linear
trend for the period 1979–2012 and the red line the trend for 2000–2012, which both are signiﬁcant at a level of 0.99; trend slopes s and explained variance r2 are both printed in the
plot for each trend in the respective color. (b) Map of annual mean ocean surface stress (N/m2). (c) Map of local long-term (1979–2012) trends based on annual mean ocean surface stress
(N/m2/decade).

simulation results may be biased by the fact that we do not explicitly model land-fast ice [Johnson et al.,
2012]. In general, land-fast ice would hamper momentum transfer in the coastal regions of the shelf seas.
3.4. Annual Mean Distribution and Trends
To summarize the ﬁndings presented in this section, we show in Figure 8 the time series of the annual
mean ocean surface stress for the Arctic Basin and maps of the long-term (1979–2012) annual mean ocean
surface stress as well as local trends derived from time series of annual means. The basin-wide long-term
mean ocean surface stress amounts to 0.064 N/m2; its temporal evolution over the time period 1979–2012
features a signiﬁcant positive trend of 0.004 N/m2/decade over the Arctic Basin (Figure 8a). This means that
on average the momentum inﬂux into the Arctic Ocean increased by more than 20% over the last three
decades. The trend has even steepened to 0.006 N/m2/decade over the last 12 years (red line in Figure 8a).
However, the time series also shows strong interannual variations, and the linear trend thus only explains
47% of the overall variability.
Spatially, the annual mean ocean surface stress varies between 0.04 N/m2 and 0.08 N/m2 in most parts of
the Arctic Basin with maxima of up to 0.15 N/m2 in the Chukchi, Laptev and Kara seas (Figure 8b). Greater
ocean surface stresses are found in the Barents and Greenland seas where the annual mean can be as high
as 0.25 N/m2. The ocean surface stress is smallest along the coasts, most prominently north of Greenland as
well as the Canadian Archipelago and on the Siberian shelf, in particular in the East Siberian Sea, for reasons
discussed above. This distribution shapes a gradient of decreasing ocean surface stress toward Greenland
and the Canadian Archipelago for the interior Arctic Ocean.
The long-term trend in annual mean ocean surface stress varies spatially as well, not only in steepness
(0.001–0.01 N/m2/decade) but also in sign. Although the trend is largely positive over the Arctic Basin, there
are a few regions, such as the Laptev and Chukchi seas, where ocean surface stress is decreasing. The spatial
pattern of the annual mean trends particularly resembles the spatial distribution of the stress differences in
fall between the 1980s and 2000s (Figure 5, bottom right). This highlights the increasing weakness and
inability of the diminished sea ice cover (Figure 7) to shield the ocean from high wind speeds in fall (Figure
3b). Anomalous negative trends in the Laptev and Chukchi seas can be explained by reductions in wind
forcing (Figure 6) and ice season length, respectively.

4. Optimal Ice Concentration
Figure 2 indicates that sea ice has the potential to transfer more momentum into the ocean than is transferred when the wind acts directly on the water surface. Can we ﬁnd this effect of momentum ﬂux ampliﬁcation by sea ice in our simulation? And to what extent does the ice interaction force damp this
ampliﬁcation?
In Figure 9a, we show the modeled mean ocean surface stress as a function of sea ice concentration (black
line). For ice-free conditions, the model simulates an ocean surface stress of 0.04 N/m2, which compares
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Figure 9. (a) Ocean surface stress as a function of sea ice concentration. Sea ice concentration over the entire Arctic Basin (see Figure 1) from daily model output was binned using a bin
width of 2%. For each bin, the mean and median ocean stresses were calculated—weighted by grid cell area—for the summer months July–September for each year of the period
1979–2012. The solid black line depicts the bin-mean ocean stress considering summer means from all 34 years. Gray shading marks the 61 standard deviation from individual year
summer means. The lower dark gray line depicts the median ocean stress averaged over all 34 years. The dashed blue line depicts the median ocean surface stress normalized by the
square of the daily wind speed. The simple model of equation (4) is depicted as a dashed red curve. (b) Arctic Basin summer median ocean surface stress adjusted for wind speed (cf.
dashed blue line in Figure 9a) for three consecutive 11 year periods. Colored dots indicate the frequency of occurrence for each bin in terms of the total area fraction (%) of the Arctic
Basin covered by all grid cells sorted into the respective bin. Note the ﬁrst bin on the left includes open water. The mean and mode of the ice concentration distribution are marked by a
cross ‘‘x’’ and a circle ‘‘o,’’ respectively, in each plot. Percentages printed in each plot note the area fraction of the Arctic Basin covered by ice concentrations of 0–80%, 80–90%, and 90–
100% (sections separated by vertical dashed lines).

well with global estimates outside of the Westerlies [e.g., Gille, 2005]. The stress clearly increases with
increasing ice concentration but only to an ice concentration of about 60% where it levels off at 0.07
N/m2. The stress declines steeply for ice concentrations greater than 85%. We binned daily model output
from July to September with respect to sea ice concentration (bin width 2%) and calculated the mean and
the median ocean surface stresses for each bin. The black line connects the bin means averaged over all 34
years of our simulation; the interannual variability of the bin mean is small as indicated by the standard
deviation (gray shaded area). The variability of the daily data in each bin is greater as the difference
between mean and median (gray line) shows. In the following, we focus on the median because it is less
affected by extreme values within each bin.
Wind speeds, however, are not uniformly distributed across ice concentrations and the black and gray
curves include variability of the wind forcing. We, therefore, present another estimate of the relationship
adjusted for wind speed depicted by the dashed blue curve in Figure 9a: we divide the ocean surface stress
by the square of the wind speed on a daily basis and multiply the resulting bin median stress by the square
of the basin-wide long-term mean wind speed, which is (4.5 m/s)2, to obtain the same units. The normalized
median ocean surface stress now shows a prominent peak at 85% ice concentration (dashed blue curve).
What shapes the ice-concentration ocean-stress relationship? Two fundamental model assumptions lead
the way: First, the surface roughness of sea ice is generally greater than that of open water (Figure 2) and
hence the ocean receives more momentum the more ice is present. Second, this only holds true for ice ﬂoes
in free drift, i.e., the ice interaction force being negligibly small (|Fi|0). Following the approach of Hibler
[1979], the ice interaction force is virtually zero below an ice concentration of 80% and increases exponentially with ice concentration (equation (3)).
To visualize the effect of these two model assumptions we take a third approach on the relationship: We
insert equation (1) into equation (2) and apply average summer values for the air-ice and air-ocean stresses
of 0.085 N/m2 and 0.035 N/m2, respectively, and a summer maximum value of 0.07 N/m2 for the ice
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Figure 10. (a) Number of days per year with ice concentrations between 80 and 90% (see segment framed by dashed black lines in Figure 9a). An average over the period 1979–1989 is
shown. (b) Linear trend in number of days with ice concentrations between 80 and 90% for the period 1979–2012.

interaction force. The latter we scale exponentially with ice concentration Ai similar to equation (3). This
yields the following simple model equation in which the ocean surface stress socn is only a function of the
ice concentration Ai
socn ðAi Þ50:05 N=m 2 Ai 10:035 N=m 2 20:07 N=m 2 e220ð12Ai Þ

(4)

Here we assume that the ice interaction force counteracts the wind stress, i.e., we subtract its magnitude.
We quickly see the two major effects of sea ice concentration: ocean surface stress increases linearly with
increasing sea ice concentration because ice is rougher than water; however, once the ﬂoes freeze together
to form a rigid sea ice cover, the momentum transfer is damped by the increasing ice interaction force—
the ice motion decouples from the wind for great ice concentrations and the ocean receives less momentum (dashed red line in Figure 9a). The ocean receives some momentum even at very high ice concentrations (>98%) because the pack ice may move uniformly as a compact ﬂoe aggregate, whose horizontal
dimensions exceed the grid scale, and hence transfers some momentum even if the local ice interaction
force is greater than the local wind stress. Note, the slope of the linear increase of ocean surface stress for
ice concentrations smaller then 80% and the location of a peak between 80 and 90% of the normalized
ocean surface stress (blue curve) from PIOMAS output agree very well with this simple model (red curve).
Figure 10a shows a map of the number of days per year with ice concentrations between 80 and 90% averaged over the period 1979–1989. These optimal ice concentrations are associated with maximum momentum ﬂux (vertical dashed black lines in Figure 9a). The region of greatest ocean surface stress (Figure 5, left
column) generally coincides with the area of most days with optimal ice concentration. In the 1980s, there
is a strong gradient in the number of days with such optimal ice conditions across the Arctic Basin from
Greenland toward Siberia. This gradient roughly follows the distribution of ice thickness (Figure 7b). However, reasons for reduced ocean surface stress differ: the Siberian shelf seas feature more open water and
fewer days within the optimal ice concentration range and thus fall into a regime being located left of the
vertical dashed lines in Figure 9a, whereas in the area north of Greenland the ice is too thick and compact
and thus rarely in free drift, which characterizes the regimes to the right of the vertical dashed lines in Figure 9a.
Relative to an ice-free ocean, the presence of sea ice ampliﬁes the amount of wind stress that is transmitted
to the ocean. We may deﬁne three stages of ampliﬁcation that depend on the ice concentration: weak
ampliﬁcation (Ai < 80%), optimal ampliﬁcation (80%  Ai  90%), and damped ampliﬁcation (Ai > 90%). In
many places, Arctic sea ice cycles through these three stages with the annual cycle of sea ice concentration
(cf. Figure 3a, dotted and dashed boxes mark periods of optimal ampliﬁcation). Figure 9b displays the effect
of the long-term downward trend in sea ice concentration on the ocean surface stress in the Arctic Basin in
terms of optimal ice concentration. The three lines resemble the blue dashed line in Figure 9a, the median
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summer ocean surface stress adjusted for wind speed as a function of sea ice concentration, but separate
for the three periods 1979–1989, 1990–2000, and 2001–2011. The color-ﬁlled circles depict the frequency of
occurrence for each ice concentration bin based on daily data over the entire Arctic Basin. Since the grid
cell area of the model varies, the frequency of occurrence is expressed as the area fraction of the Arctic
Basin that is covered by the respective ice concentration; the fractional areas (color-ﬁlled circles) add up to
100% in each of the three plots.
The long-term decrease in high sea ice concentrations in summer is evident in both, the shift of the overall
mean (marked by a black cross in each plot of Figure 9b) toward lower concentrations and the shift in color
for ice concentrations exceeding 85% from dark red to orange to green from the 1980 to the 1990s to the
2000s. While the mode of the ice concentration distribution (black circle) did not change between the
1980s and 1990s, it is located within the range of optimal ice concentration in the 2000s. However, the total
area that is covered by optimal ice concentrations has actually decreased from 31% in the 1980 to 19% in
the 2000s, which matches the negative trend of the basin mean depicted in Figure 4c. In addition, Figure
9b illustrates that in the 1980s momentum transfer was less than optimal because it was damped by the ice
interaction force (38% of the Arctic Basin had ice concentrations exceeding 90% even in summer), whereas
the momentum inﬂux in recent summers has decreased strongly because of the increased open water fraction (66% of the Arctic Basin has less than 80% ice coverage). In other words, while most of the Arctic Ocean
was in the damped ampliﬁer regime even in summer in the early decades, it is dominated by the weak
ampliﬁer regime in recent summers. Figure 9b also demonstrates that the great regional differences in
ocean surface stress in summer (Figure 5, third row) are not only caused by wind speed variations (cf. Figure
6b) but strongly depend on the compactness of the ice cover (cf. Figure 7a). With model predictions indicating a continuation of the decline in sea ice area, the ocean surface stress may also continue to decrease in
summer. There will be local differences and also exceptional years since ice concentration and wind speed
vary on a synoptic scale with the atmospheric circulation, but the mean trend will likely be negative.
Analogously, the spatial distribution of the number of days with optimal ice concentration changed over
the past two decades. Vast areas of the Arctic Basin that had favorable conditions in the 1980s (cf. Figure
10a) feature a negative trend, losing up to 15 days with optimal ice concentration per decade (Figure 10b).
In contrast, the area north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago, which used to be characterized by
thick, compact multiyear ice, now tends toward more days with a looser ice pack yielding a greater momentum ﬂux.
We note that our ﬁndings are tied to the particular model we use. However, the model physics of importance to our study are those used in many state-of-the-art climate models, while this particular model’s ability to reproduce a variety of observations has been shown by many previous studies [e.g., Martin and
Gerdes, 2007; Peralta-Ferriz et al., 2011; Schweiger et al., 2011]. Some models use an alternate form of iceocean momentum coupling, replacing the right-hand side of equation (2) with ice concentration-weighted
air-ocean and ice-ocean stresses, the latter being a function of quadratic terms that depend explicitly on ice
and ocean velocities [e.g., Hibler, 1979]. We here simply note that Losch et al. [2010] recently found a difference in mean sea ice drift speed between the two parameterizations of about 10%.
Our model (like all models) neglects some physical effects which might impact our results. For example, the
underside roughness of multiyear ice is estimated to be an order of magnitude greater than that of ﬁrstyear ice [McPhee, 2012], which has become the dominant ice type in the Arctic [Rigor and Wallace, 2004;
Kwok and Untersteiner, 2011]. Further, extensive sea ice melt and the accumulation of melt water under the
ice has a ‘‘lubricating’’ effect, because it creates a highly stratiﬁed ocean surface layer; this accelerates ice
motion and reduces momentum transfer into the ocean [McPhee, 2002, 2012, 2013]. The net effect of these
changes might be a further reduction in ocean surface stress not accounted for in our study.
Further, the surface roughness of sea ice at the air-ice interface varies with the age and deformation state of
the ice as well [Guest and Davidson, 1991]. Our simulation does not account for this variability; rather, it
assigns a single surface roughness for all ice, which is a combination of both skin and form drag. Measurements in the marginal ice zone have revealed that the total air drag is greatest at 50–60% ice concentration
[Birnbaum and L€
upkes, 2002; Andreas et al., 2010; L€
upkes et al., 2012]. Thus, accounting for the dependency
of the form drag on the ice concentration (effect of ﬂoe edges) and deformation state (ridges) would likely
shift or broaden the range of optimal ice concentration toward lower values.
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It is beyond the scope of this study to assess the impact of all these processes, in particular since measurements and ﬁtted parameterizations of air-ice drag show considerable scatter [L€
upkes et al., 2012] and iceocean drag measurements are sparse [e.g., McPhee, 2002]. Nevertheless, work on atmosphere-ice-ocean
coupling based on in situ measurements and simple models has greatly advanced in recent years and
deserves to receive even greater attention by the large-scale modeling community in the future. We suspect that, in spite of our model’s shortcomings, the concept of an optimal ice concentration somewhere
between 0 and 100% for which momentum transfer into the ocean is maximal, is robust.

5. Conclusions
The Arctic sea ice cover has been shrinking for several decades. As a result, large areas of the Arctic Ocean
have become ice-free in summer, affecting the momentum ﬂux into the Arctic Ocean. The ultimate source
of momentum to the ocean is the wind, whose variability dominates both annual cycle and interannual variability of the ocean surface stress. However, our study shows that the momentum transfer into the ocean is
strongly controlled by the sea ice conditions on seasonal as well as decadal time scales. For instance, the
decreasing compactness and weakening of the ice cover in spring enables an early recovery of the momentum inﬂux during summer before wind speeds pick up in fall.
The average ocean surface stress has changed signiﬁcantly during the past decades by 0.004 N/m2/decade
on annual average or 20% over the period 1979–2012. The exact trend as well as the ocean surface stress
magnitude are, however, probably dependent on the particular model we use. The increase in surface stress
is not obvious from the wind forcing thus indicating a change in momentum transfer rather than available
momentum. However, the long-term trend of the momentum ﬂux into the ocean is not positive in all seasons. It is governed by two contradicting effects, which both have their origin in Arctic sea ice loss: The thinning trend of the sea ice makes it weaker and less resistive against the wind forcing, which enables an
increase in momentum transfer of 25% in fall, winter, and spring between the 1980s and 2000s. In contrast,
once the ocean becomes predominantly ice-free, the average surface air stress decreases because the stress
on open water amounts to less than half the stress on sea ice and thus open water transfers less momentum into the ocean. Hence, the decreasing sea ice extent in summer causes a decrease in ocean surface
stress of 7% between the 1980s and 2000s. In summary, sea ice concentration dominates the annual cycle
of the ocean surface stress and ice thickness its long-term evolution. In total, more momentum was transferred into the ocean during the last decade though the trend is negative in summer. This negative trend
will eventually spread into early fall and late spring during the next decades.
Our conclusions refer to basin-wide, seasonal mean surface stresses and hence do not necessarily contradict
the ﬁnding of Rainville and Woodgate [2009] that individual strong wind events can intensify mixing locally
in ice-free areas. However, these sporadic events will likely not revert the overall trend of a decreasing
ocean surface stress in summer caused by the lack of sea ice. For instance, the great cyclone of summer
2012 [Simmonds and Rudeva, 2012] did not leave a signiﬁcant imprint on the basin-wide seasonal mean
ocean surface stress (see Figure 4c). Nevertheless, the increasing strength of Arctic summer cyclones [Simmonds and Keay, 2009] may reduce the magnitude of the negative summer trend at some point by increasing the wind forcing.
Our analysis indicates that sea ice in free-drift ampliﬁes the momentum transfer from the atmosphere into
the ocean, which contradicts the general perception that sea ice damps the atmosphere-ocean exchange.
Our simulation yields a long-term (1979–2012) basin-wide mean ocean surface stress of 0.064 N/m2. On
annual average, most momentum is transferred at an ice concentration of 85%, this is 0.076 N/m2 considering a mean wind speed of 4.5 m/s, which again depends on the model used here. On the seasonal scale,
sea ice conditions are optimal for maximal momentum ﬂux into the ocean twice a year, in spring and fall.
However, wind speeds are much higher in fall, yielding basin-mean ocean surface stresses of up to 0.1
N/m2. This maximum was reached in fall 2007 and 2011. Due to the retreat of the sea ice cover during the
past two decades, the region that experiences these favorable sea ice conditions for more than 30 days per
year shifts from near the continental shelves into the interior Arctic Ocean and further toward Greenland
and the Canadian coastline.
A region of great changes and thus particular interest for future study is the Befaufort Sea, where a decrease
in ice interaction force facilitates accelerated ice motion [Spreen et al., 2011], increased momentum transfer
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into the ocean (this study), and stronger downwelling within the Beaufort Gyre and upwelling along the
coast [Yang, 2009]. Further, the increased accumulation of freshwater within the gyre has led to enhanced
geostrophic currents along its periphery [McPhee, 2013]. The latter may signiﬁcantly affect the ice and surface ocean momentum balance, in particular in the absence of strong winds, and thus also impact momentum transfer, downwelling, and freshwater accumulation.
The increasing occurrence of ice-free conditions in summer and fall may make observations of upper ocean
properties easier. However, intensiﬁed measurements in the extended marginal ice zone (15%  Ai  85%)
and thin ice will be necessary to understand changes in momentum transfer related to changing ice and
ocean characteristics and to prove or disprove conclusions drawn from complex though still limited numerical models.
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